Violence

Violence is an every 24'7 thing. The word violence has many meanings, but the meaning I'm referring to is, that violence is a physical force exerted for the purpose of violating, damaging or abusing, and bulling is also violence. It is an act or behavior.

Bulling is made of violence, it affect our lives cause it includes physical force. What I mean is that, you get pushed around and you get kicked on and people talking trash in your face, that right there could hunt your life. Violence could come between friendship, my best friend Sherly Magny got in a fight with me but we, worked it out like adults and became friends again. I wouldn't want to mess up our friendship or let violence get in the way. It also affect our lives by destroying part of who you are, for example lets say you were an sweet girl and violence had turned you into a filthy gangster. People give you a cigarettes, going out with strangers, etc.... Violence had killed my grandma (fathers mom) and my 2 cousins which got shot gun by the head. It could innocent people. Another way violence could affect your life is when you're made fun of, somebody actually go home and hurt themselves by cutting, locking them in a car on a hot day.

The causes of youth violence are suicide (hanging yourself on ropes.), murdering, kidnapping, fist fighting, these things are way dangerous and that is how most people die. Children aren't born violent, nor do they behave perfectly outside school, and then become a violent bully the minute they reach their age. The causes of violence in school or life are many and varied. Here are also some of the causes we run to every day. Home environment, children learn what they see. If home is a frightening, violent, abusive, neglectful environment that's
how the child learn to expect. Weapons are another cause of youth violence, the easy availability to weapons of all kinds makes it simple for students and kids to get their hands on them. Some believe that children exposed to violence through movies, television, video games, the internet, etc…are desensitized to violence, and therefore commit it and accept it more easily. Children are influenced by those around them, not just at home, but in school and the community as well. They can learn and accept violent behavior as the norm from their friends.

Without adult supervision and positive role models, students don’t learn to distinguish right from wrong acceptable from unsuitable behavior. They can also struggle without the ability to resolve conflict peacefully.

To avoid youth violence, you either could m.y.o.b, don’t get involved in a conversation, or call the police. If you get involved smack them in the face and call for help! Or if you want to be a "good person" you need to put yourself out there if you want to be heard. Also think before you do something to yourself by just annoying the bullies and walk away.

Violence is everywhere so try to stay away from it.